Psychosocial Problems of Health Migrant Parents and Sick Children
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Introduction

For years our Children’s Hospital has been one of the reference institutions for children with serious illnesses from several countries that have no public health services or centres of excellence. Most of these children come from the post-Soviet republics, from countries of the southern coast of the Mediterranean, and from Latin America. Following a surge in admissions between 2000 and 2003, the number of hospitalizations is presently quite stable, however, we only admit patients with serious diseases. The social commitments as well as the health care that is needed and the workload for the Institute has become very heavy. There are however, numerous problems that cannot be overcome, especially ones related to language barriers, religion and culture. The mothers of these children, who were away from their homeland which does not give health services and does not care about the distress or about the physical and moral difficulties. Their trips are not guaranteed, they have no certainty to be cured.

Anger within is quite a common emotion among many immigrant parents of sick children suffering from high risk diseases who are treated in our hospital for long periods of time. In the majority of these families is housed in communities when not hospitalized, they live together with families from other countries who are of other religions and have different habits. This kind of coexistence is often exaggerated. All of these reveal signs of loneliness, stress, pain and anger that are not offset by effective coping strategies and furthermore, they show their inability to build mechanisms of adaptive actions, to elaborate an effective coping strategy and a methodology of resilience. Their cultural backgrounds, as well as the difficulties related to communications are barriers towards building a strong system of self-help [3-5].

We have asked to few of the mother to write for us their stories. These mothers are far away from their families and habits, they are alone with their children, they suffer but their relatives discourage them to give up the hope of cure given by the physicians. They experience a loss in their self-monitoring ability to build a coping strategy and resilience. In these cases, their display of anger is often exaggerated. All of these reveal signs of loneliness, stress, pain and anger that are not offset by effective coping strategies and furthermore, they show their inability to build mechanisms of adaptive actions, to elaborate an effective coping strategy and a methodology of resilience. Their cultural backgrounds, as well as the difficulties related to communications are barriers towards building a strong system of self-help [3-5].
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Everything about the stay is experienced in a traumatic way by the children and their families [6-8].

Resilience is completely unknown to them. This could allow us to act in a positive way when facing adversity, but it does not exist in their culture and it is impossible for them to activate mechanisms that interact between risk and protective factors aimed at achieving a positive result. The linguistic differences and the relationships with the staff of caregivers is an important aspect not only with regard to mutual understanding, but above all, with regard to the lack of true communication which includes the state of mind and attention to the experiences of the child and his family. Unfortunately, neither physicians nor psychologists nor educators may be able to teach them good coping mechanisms. Several psychological and social problems of the immigrant families are an additional problem for physicians and other caregivers working in hospitals that treat immigrant children [9-11].
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